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Abstract
Code-switching speech recognition (CSSR) transcribes

speech that switches between multiple languages or dialects
within a single sentence. The main challenge in this task is
that different languages often have similar pronunciations, mak-
ing it difficult for models to distinguish between them. In this
paper, we propose a method for solving the CSSR task from
the perspective of language-specific acoustic boundary learn-
ing. We introduce language-specific weight estimators (LSWE)
to model acoustic boundary learning in different languages sep-
arately. Additionally, a non-autoregressive (NAR) decoder and
a language change detection (LCD) module are employed to as-
sist in training. Evaluated on the SEAME corpus, our method
achieves a state-of-the-art mixed error rate (MER) of 16.29%
and 22.81% on the testman and testsge sets. We also demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method on a 9000-hour in-house meet-
ing code-switching dataset, where our method achieves a rela-
tively 7.9% MER reduction.
Index Terms: code-switching, speech recognition, language-
specific, non-autoregressive, language change detection

1. Introduction
The primary objective of code-switching (CS) is to facilitate
effective communication across diverse linguistic or technical
domains. CS entails the practice of alternating between two
or more languages in a single sentence. However, incorpo-
rating words or phrases from multiple languages can result in
transcription errors and confusion, which makes code-switching
speech recognition (CSSR) a more challenging task [1].

The CSSR task has been studied for decades. In the
early days, most works are conducted on the hybrid framework
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, as the end-to-end (E2E) model be-
come increasingly popular, researchers begin pursuing an end-
to-end strategy to resolve the CSSR task. The attention-based
E2E models are first applied to the CSSR task, and to improve
speech recognition performance, language identification (LID)
is used as an auxiliary task [8, 9]. Additionally, the language-
aware encoder (LAE) structures and language-aware train-
ing (LAT) are applied to connectionist temporal classification
(CTC) and neural transducer systems to disentangle language-
specific information and generate frame-level language-aware
representations during encoding [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. For
the decoder, language-related attention mechanisms [17], non-
autoregressive structures [18, 19] and internal language model
estimation (ILME) [20] based language models are all used to
alleviate the confusion brought by the code-switching of differ-
ent languages. To model both the monolingual and the cross-
lingual sequential dependency, Lee et al. propose a bilingual at-
tention language model (BALM) that simultaneously performs

language modeling objectives with a quasi-translation objec-
tive [21]. Multi-encoder-decoder (MED) explores the language-
related structure on both the encoder and decoder [22].

In general, the E2E ASR model consists of the encoder,
decoder, and alignment mechanism. Most of the existing E2E
CSSR models only focus on optimizing the encoder and de-
coder structure, while few works explore whether the alignment
mechanism needs to be language-specific. On the other hand,
most previous works use a mixture of Mandarin characters and
English subwords as modeling units [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17,
18, 22]. Mandarin character typically represents a single syl-
lable in Mandarin Chinese [23], and their acoustic boundary is
clear [24]. However, subwords are obtained without referring to
any acoustic knowledge [25], and their acoustic boundary may
be blurred [24]. To obtain good acoustic boundaries (alignment)
for both Mandarin and English in the CSSR system, it is intu-
itive to conduct language-specific boundary learning.

In this paper, we employ the CIF-based model [24] as our
backbone, which utilizes a weight estimator to predict acoustic
boundaries for aligning the encoder and decoder. For the CSSR
task, we introduce language-specific weight estimators (LSWE)
to enable language-specific boundary learning for different lan-
guages. Additionally, a non-autoregressive decoder is utilized
to assist in learning the language-specific boundaries. To further
enhance the model’s ability to detect intra-sentence language
changes, we design a language change detection (LCD) mod-
ule. It’s worth noting that the non-autoregressive decoder and
LCD module are eliminated in the inference stage, which means
our model has almost no increase in the number of parame-
ters compared to the vanilla CIF-based model. We evaluate the
proposed method on two datasets: SEAME, a public conversa-
tional Mandarin-English corpus, and an in-house meeting code-
switching dataset. On the SEAME benchmark, our method out-
performs strong baselines and achieves a new state-of-the-art
performance, obtaining an MER of 16.29% and 22.81% on the
testman and testsge, respectively. On the in-house meeting CS
dataset with 9000 hours of speech, our method shows a relative
MER reduction of 7.9%, further validating its effectiveness in
real-world scenarios. As far as we know, this work is the first to
consider language-specific boundary learning in the CSSR task.

2. Continuous and integrate-and-fire
Continuous integrate-and-fire (CIF) is an alignment mechanism
employed in the E2E ASR model [24]. Typically, it comes
equipped with a weight estimator that calculates the acoustic in-
formation weight in each frame. The schematic diagram of CIF
calculation is presented in the middle right part of Figure 1. CIF
sequentially accumulates the acoustic information weight c, and
once the accumulated weights reach a threshold �, the corre-
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed method. The left part illustrates the overall structure, and the right part provides details
on utilized modules. Modules with the same color correspond to each other in the left and right parts. ⌧ in the CIF mechanism can be
ma, en, or mix. In the upper left corner, there is an example of generating monolingual labels from the target sequences. The h/si is
assigned to the language that corresponds to the last token. The modules with dotted borders are eliminated in the inference stage.

sponding frames are located as acoustic boundaries. All frame-
level encoded outputs h between every two adjacent boundaries
are then weighted and summed using the information weights
to obtain a token-level acoustic embedding c. The information
weights corresponding to boundary frames are divided into two
parts to ensure that the sum of information weight between two
adjacent boundaries equals 1.

In summary, the CIF mechanism can convert the frame-
level acoustic representation to the token level using the weight
information predicted by the weight estimator. However, the
CIF mechanism involves mathematical calculations and does
not have trainable parameters. Therefore, the weight estima-
tor is the only trainable component that ultimately determines
the location of the acoustic boundaries. Thus, all our language-
specific boundary learning is focused on the weight estimator.

3. Proposed method
3.1. Overview

This article builds upon the CIF model [24] and proposes
improvements to enable language-specific boundary learning
for the CSSR task. The details of the model architec-
ture are presented in Figure 1. The model consists of six
components: an encoder, language-specific weight estimators
(LSWE), a CIF calculator, an autoregressive (AR) decoder, a
non-autoregressive (NAR) decoder, and a language change de-
tection (LCD) module. The input feature sequence x is trans-
formed into an encoded output h by the encoder, which com-
prises conformer layers [26]. The encoded output h is passed
through two language-specific weight estimators, which predict
the acoustic boundary and information contained in each frame.
The predictions for Mandarin and English are denoted as ↵ma

and ↵en, respectively. The mixture weight ↵mix is the frame-
level addition of ↵ma and ↵en. The CIF calculator utilizes the
language-specific information weight ↵ma, ↵en, and ↵mix

to convert the frame-level acoustic representation h into token-
level acoustic embeddings, namely cma, cen, and cmix for
Mandarin, English, and the mixture, respectively. The AR de-
coder takes in acoustic embedding cmix to generate target pre-
diction ymix. The NAR decoder takes in monolingual acoustic
embeddings cma and cen to predict the corresponding mono-

lingual token sequence yma and yen. Lastly, the LCD module
takes in cmix and the previously predicted token from the AR
decoder to predict language change probability lmix.

During inference, the NAR decoder and LCD module are
not utilized, resulting in almost identical parameter numbers
between our method and the baseline model. Moreover, the
calculation of monolingual acoustic embeddings cma and cen

is omitted. The primary role of the NAR decoder and LCD
module is to assist in the learning of ↵ma and ↵en, which are
strongly correlated with the acoustic boundary.

3.2. Language-specific weight estimator

In the vanilla CIF-based ASR model [24], the information
weight predicted by the weight estimator can decide the acous-
tic boundary through the CIF calculation. To achieve language-
specific boundary learning, we design two weight estimators for
Mandarin and English, respectively. The ↵ma and ↵en repre-
sent the Mandarin and English information contained in each
frame and determine the location of the acoustic boundary. The
mixed information weight is fused from the two information
weight as follow.

↵mix = Dropout(↵ma, p) + Dropout(↵en, p) (1)
where p represents the dropout rate [27]. To prevent the model
from relying too heavily on either language and encourages it
to learn from both, we apply dropout to the information weights
of both languages before adding them. Additionally, we modify
the scaling operation used during training in the vanilla CIF-
based model to be language-specific.

↵⌧ 0 = ↵⌧ ⇤ U⌧/
T 0X

t=1

↵⌧ (2)

where the ⌧ can be ma, en or mix.
The quantity loss function is utilized to train the language-

specific weight estimator, enabling it to accurately predict the
number of tokens in a sentence for the corresponding languages.

Lqua =|Umix �
T 0X

t=1

↵mix|

+
1

2
(|Uma �

T 0X

t=1

↵ma| + |Uen �
T 0X

t=1

↵en|)
(3)
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where the Uma, Uen, and Umix represent the token numbers
of Mandarin, English, and mixture, respectively. T 0 represents
the length of frame-level representation h.

3.3. Auxiliary modules

The non-autoregressive decoder solely processes monolingual
acoustic embeddings and utilizes a monolingual cross-entropy
loss to assist in the learning of LSWE. The degradation of
Lnar guides the LSWE to predict better acoustic boundaries
for monolingual acoustic embeddings cma and cen.

Lnar = �
UmaX

t=1

logp(yma
t )|yma

<t , cma
t )�

UenX

t=1

logp(yen
t )|yen

<t, c
en
t)

(4)
The monolingual labels that supervise the NAR decoder are

generated by splitting the target sequence on the fly. An exam-
ple of the monolingual label generation process is depicted in
the upper left corner of Figure 1. It should be noted that in con-
trast to previous works [10, 11], our monolingual labels do not
include a placeholder for the other language.

The LCD module is employed to improve the model’s ca-
pacity to detect language change within a sentence. This is
achieved by incorporating a token-level binary cross-entropy
loss.

Llcd = �
UmixX

t=1

n
l̂mix
t logp(lmix

t |ymix
<t , cmix

t )

+(1 � l̂mix
t )log

h
1 � p(lmix

t |ymix
<t , cmix

t )
io (5)

where l̂mix represents the ground truth label for language
change detection.

3.4. Loss function

We employ a joint training strategy to optimize all parameters,
where the overall objective function is a weighted sum of all the
losses mentioned above.
L = Lar +�ctcLctc +�quaLqua +�narLnar +�lcdLlcd (6)

where �ctc, �qua, �nar and �lcd are tunable hyper-parameters.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

We perform experiments on two datasets: SEAME [28] and
an in-house meeting code-switching dataset. SEAME com-
prises approximately 105 hours of spontaneous Mandarin-
English intra-sentential code-switching speech from Singapore
and Malaysia. Two evaluation subsets, biased towards Man-
darin and Southeast Asian English, are denoted as testman and
testsge, respectively. Due to space constraints, we refer read-
ers to [20] for further details on SEAME. The in-house meeting
code-switching dataset is collected from the recording of real
meetings and manually transcribed. It comprises 3000 hours of
monolingual English training data, 3000 hours of monolingual
Mandarin training data, and 3000 hours of Mandarin-English
code-switching training data. Two monolingual and one code-
switching evaluation sets are utilized, and they are denoted as
testma, testn, and testcs, respectively. They comprise 8.9, 10.78,
and 10.93 hours of speech, respectively.

4.2. Experimental settings

We use 80-dimensional log-Mel filter-bank features, computed
with a 25 ms window and shifted every 10 ms, for all exper-

iments. A convolutional layer with 64 filters and 1/2 tem-
poral downsampling is used as the front end of the encoder.
The encoder comprises 15 conformer [26] layers with 4 atten-
tion heads, 256 attention dimensions, and 1024 feed-forward
network (FFN) dimensions. There is a max-pooling layer for
1/2 temporal downsampling after the eighth layers. The Man-
darin and English weight estimators have identical structures,
consisting of three 1-dimensional convolutional layers and an
FC layer. The kernel size of the convolutional layer is set to
(3,1,3), and the filter number is 256. The FC layer has one
output unit with sigmoid activation. The autoregressive de-
coder, non-autoregressive decoder, and LCD module have the
same structure, consisting of 3 transformer [29] layers with 4
attention heads, 256 attention dimensions, and 1024 FFN di-
mensions. The only difference is in the input projection layers.
The threshold � used in the CIF mechanism is set to 1. The
modeling units comprise 1686 English BPE subwords [25] and
2641 Mandarin characters. All the dropout rate is set to 0.1.
The hyper-parameter �ctc, �qua, �nar , and �lcd are set to 0.5,
0.01, 0.2, 0.1, respectively.

In the training stage, we employ the Adam optimizer [30].
The learning rate warms up for the first 1k iterations to a peak of
10�3 and holds on for the next 40k iterations, and then linearly
decays to 10�4 for the last 30k iterations. The last 10 check-
points are averaged to obtain the final model for evaluation. For
decoding, we employ beam-search [31] with a beam size of 10.

4.3. Metrics

We use mix error rate (MER) as the evaluation metric for speech
recognition. For monolingual cases, we use character error rate
(CER) for Mandarin and word error rate (WER) for English. To
evaluate the quality of the token acoustic boundary, we use the
f1-score (F1).

F1 =
2 ⇤ Precision ⇤ Recall

Precision + Recall
(7)

Precision =
#hit reference boundary
#reference boundary

(8)

Recall =
#hit hypothesis boundary
#hypothesis boundary

(9)

where the ”hit hypothesis boundary” means that at least one
reference boundary falls within a tolerance window before and
after the hypothesis boundary. Similarly, ”Hit reference bound-
ary” means that at least one predicted boundary falls within the
same tolerance window before and after the reference boundary.
For all our evaluations, the tolerance is set to 50 ms.

4.4. Results

Table 1 presents a comparison between our model and a few
strong baseline models on SEAME testman/testsge. Among these
baselines, the result of CIF is our implementation of the vanilla
CIF-based model [24], and the conformer-AED [20] is the state-
of-the-art model before our proposed method. In terms of the
F1, our proposed method improves the acoustic boundary pre-
diction compared to the CIF baseline. We attribute these im-
provements to the language-specific weight estimators. Figure 2
visualizes the acoustic boundaries and information weight pre-
dicted by our Mandarin and English weight estimators. The in-
formation weight predicted by our LSWE has obvious language
discrimination, and our proposed method gives better bound-
ary predictions. The results of MER show that our method has
achieved a significant improvement on both the two test sets of
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Table 1: The overall performance (MER %) and boundary met-
ric (PR %) of our proposed method on the SEAME corpus.
Results from previous papers and our implementation of the
vanilla CIF model are shown for comparison.

Method testman testsge

F1 " MER # F1 " MER #
Baseline
LF-MMI [8] - 22.10 - 30.90
LSTM-AED [8] - 25.60 - 37.00
Transducer [13] - 19.20 - 26.90
Transformer-AED [18] - 17.89 - 25.10
Conformer-AED [20] - 16.40 - 23.20
Vanilla CIF [24] 40.09 16.96 47.23 23.73

Our proposed 50.64 16.29 56.56 22.81

SEAME corpus compared with the strong baselines, and set a
new state-of-the-art performance.

Our proposed method includes three modifications com-
pared to the vanilla CIF-based model: language-specific weight
estimators (LSWE), a NAR decoder trained with the mono-
lingual label, and a LCD module. To evaluate the impor-
tance of these modifications, we conduct an ablation study on
the SEAME corpus and the in-house meeting code-switching
dataset. Table 2 shows the impact of each change on our
method. The results indicate that LSWE is the most impor-
tant modification, as removing it causes the largest performance
degradation on both datasets. Secondly, ablating the NAR de-
coder also results in a large performance loss, while the LCD
module brings some benefits to our method but is not as cru-
cial as other modifications. In addition, our results on the in-
house meeting code-switching datasets show that our method
achieves a relative MER reduction of 2.97%, 6.4%, and 7.9%
on the Mandarin, English, and code-switching test sets, respec-
tively, compared with the vanilla CIF model (the result in the
last row of Table 2). This indicates that our method improves
the performance of the model in the CSSR task, particularly for
code-switching speech.

In the full model of our method, the NAR decoder takes
in both Mandarin and English token-level monolingual acous-
tic embedding to assist in learning the two language-specific
weight estimators. Table 3 shows the results of ablating the
NAR decoder inputs. When we feed no input to the NAR de-
coder, the model obtains unsatisfactory results for both Man-
darin and English in the two evaluation sets. However, when the
NAR decoder takes in Mandarin or English token-level acoustic
embedding, the recognition performance of our method for the

Table 2: MER(%) of ablation study on the SEAME corpus and
the meeting code-switching dataset. Starting from our proposed
full model, we remove its blocks and move towards a vanilla
CIF-based model: (1) removing the LCD module; (2) removing
the NAR decoder; (3) replacing the two LSWE with a shared
weight estimator.

Model testman testsge testma testen testcs

Full model 16.29 22.81 10.43 18.86 6.79
w/o LCD 16.68 22.89 10.36 18.98 6.74

w/o NAR 16.94 23.33 10.43 19.23 6.89
w/o LSWE 16.96 23.73 10.75 20.15 7.37

Table 3: The results of our method when the NAR module takes
in different token-level acoustic embedding. Mandarin and En-
glish use WER (%) and CER (%), respectively, while MER (%)
is used for mix.

Model testman testsge

MA EN ALL MA EN ALL

? ! NAR 14.19 24.57 16.85 18.06 26.21 23.20
Ma ! NAR 13.71 24.58 16.50 17.65 26.25 23.07
En ! NAR 14.04 23.91 16.58 18.08 25.71 22.89
Ma,En ! NAR 13.60 24.07 16.29 17.78 25.75 22.81

corresponding language improves. The best setting is to feed
both Mandarin and English token-level acoustic embeddings to
the NAR decoder. The results in Table 3 demonstrate that the
NAR decoder can use the monolingual token-level acoustic em-
beddings generated by the LSWE to independently or simulta-
neously optimize the recognition performance of Mandarin and
English.

5. Conclusion
This paper employs the CIF model to address the CSSR task
from the perspective of language-specific boundary learning.
We introduce two language-specific weight estimators designed
to handle boundary learning for Mandarin and English sepa-
rately. Additionally, we introduce a NAR decoder and an LCD
module to facilitate the training of the language-specific weight
estimators. Our experimental results on the SEAME corpus and
an in-house meeting code-switching dataset demonstrate that
the proposed method improves the model’s boundary prediction
and speech recognition performance for both Mandarin and En-
glish.
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